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Eterna Watches Serial Numbers

Some of these corresponding D-H watches are discussed below Eterna Watches S Serial Numbers In RangeAfter WWll they were meant to be destroyed but many were decommissioned, and some continued in service.. The strap fitted quickly and easily under the fixed bars of the ATP watch The watch had pencil hands with syringe tips, and a stick sub seconds pointer.. In an effort to demonstrate neutrality, the Swiss supplied almost identical watches to Germany, but with black dials.. ATP watches on AF0210 straps have recently sold on ebay with an approximate strap value
of over 200.. The Cyma ATP is rarely seen, but not because it is small, being 3rd on the chart above.. They were then fitted by the MoD with open ended leather straps with folded metal butterfly clips as seen on the Grana ATP below.. Some dials have 3 dots at 6, and the sub seconds dial has at least 2 versions The inside case back reads Brevet, Acier Inoxydable, 999901.. The movement is the 14 ligne Eterna 852S Eterna 600S movements have been seen Eterna have confirmed supplying the British Army in about 1940.. The numbers are not in bold, with a flat topped 3 and
an open 4, and the sub dial is simplified, with the 5 and 7 cutting into the subdial.

Font ATP watches have been noted as being re-issued as 6E385 with an Axxx serial number for the RAF.. Also, it can be 15 or 17 jewels, with the AS984 calibre movement The right hand sub-dial is marked with numbers parallel to the 9-3 axis of the watch.. The 44 pattern webbing was designed and issued for tropical conditions, and the AF0210 strap was issued in 1945 as part of this Jungle Warfare Equipment.. The ATP watch was deleted from the stores list by an amendment dated February 3, 1957, when the W10 watch designation was introduced.. Serial numbers are
7xxxx, and Pxxxx, but sometimes this is absent The original dial has a railroad track chapter ring and sub seconds dial, and flat topped 3 and an open 4.. It has a 32mm brass chrome plated case and a six-notch stainless steel threaded case back stamped on the inside either Grana 1516 or the later issue 1735.

eterna watches serial numbers

eterna watches serial numbers, eterna watch numbers, is eterna a good watch

The hard to find Reconvilier ATP watch on an original WWII period AF0210 canvas strap.. Eterna Watches S Serial Numbers In RangeBlack dials and central seconds are inconsistent with the ATP characteristics, but a handful of Eterna ATP watches exist and it is thought that about 600 may have been made from the known serial numbers in range 144xxx.
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